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Abstract. A common feature of most theoretical investigati’ons on semantics, correctness and 
termination is the strict distinction between the descriptional tool used for the flow of program 
{control and the completely different tool describing single program steps. Since these different 
\methods are difficult o handle when it is necess,ary that they be used together this paper presents a
unified approach to the presentation of these concepts in terms of Tarski’s and Riguet’s relational 
algebra. Partial graphs and programs are introduced to formally manipulate relational notions of 
semantics, correctness and termination. The second part of this paper will extend these notions to 
systems of recursive programs. 
1. Introduction 
The primary concern of this paper and its companion is to obtain a unified 
relational theory of semantics, correctness and termination of programs. Different 
approaches have been made to cope with several problems of these ideas, among 
them Ianov’s paper [181 and McCarthy’s [_27,, 281. The inductive assertion method of 
Floyd [ 131 and Hoare’s axiomatic investigations [ 163 are now in common use. Since 
then other publications have appeared on fixedpoint induction [29], structural 
induction [6], on a predicate logic approach [25] and on the minimal fixedpoint 
characterisation f semantics by Scott and de Bakker. Category formalism has been 
applied by Burstall [7] and Goguen [14]. With the work of Hitchcock and Park: [15] 
and several papers by de Bakker, a relational calculus;; of programs has emerged 
which can be traced back to some ideas in a paper by Cooper [9]. 
The common feature of the work mentioned isthe clistinctlcq made between the 
flow of program control and single program steps, e.g., flow diagrams versus partial 
functions or sequencing and conditional branching vtrsus axiomatized assignment 
operations. 
In theoretical investigations, this leads to different methods which are difficult o 
han&e where a cooperation between the two is necessary. A is very difficiult to apply 
mathematical operations to the objects obtained, when their definition does not 
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support further formal manipulation. The simple ‘linear’ nature of these concepts 
which makes them handier for some formal theoretical investigations-whether 
directed towards control fiow or termination problems, both recursive and nonre- 
cursive or towards questions of correctness-is presented here. 
In order to obtain definitions which are flexible enough to allow simlGy algebraic 
manipulation, a unified description of flow control and of the single steps of a 
program must be given. In succession of [9,2, 151, this is achieved by using linear 
relational algebra containing the additional notion of a partial graph. These graphs 
are in turn introduced in terms of relational algebra. 
After explanation of the basic concepts of relational algebra in Sectioil 2, partial 
graphs and programs are define-d in Section 3. A program is then viewed as a partial 
graph which is mapped homomorphical!, v onto its (total) flow graph. Then, an 
immediate modification of the reachability, i.e., of the reflexive transitiw closure B* 
of the associated relation B belonging to the afore mentioned partial graph, produces 
the notion of semantics of the program. 
The investigation of the unfolding and of the covering properties of these 
programs in Section 4 is perfectly fitted to the results that Goguen [ 141 obtained in a 
categorical context. For every flow diagram program P”, he defines a tree program P 
as the best possible unfoldment, whereupon he proves that every homomorphism of 
a tree program PO into P’ can be naturally lifted to a homomorphism of Bo into 9? 
This result is strengthened in our paper. The more general idea of a covering is 
introduced, containing the unfoldment as a special case. These coverings are shown 
to allow a similar lifting theore;..m. Additionally, if a program covers another program, 
their respective semantics are shown to coincide. Therefore, this notion of a program 
allows Plow-oriented program transformations, as they have recently been studied in 
a paper by Elgot, Bloom and Tindell [12]. 
A program !P is here d>erceived to be a partial graph, with the main information 
about it being contained in the associated relation B of t&at partial graph. On the 
other hand, the semantics of 9 is closely related to the reachability B*. Usually, 
partial correctness is defined in terms of certain pre- and postconditions in connec- 
tion with semantics of a program, i.e., using jIp*. Nevc:rtheless, one is mainly 
interested in the relation between these pre- and postconditions and the original 
program 9, as represented by B. By theoretical investigations the interdependence 
of these two aspects can be established. In Section 5, a COW action theorem is proved 
which is interpreted as the most immediate form of Floyd’s inductive assertion 
method To show the usefulness of the relational form obtained with that, a 
verification rule is deduced from it. Furthermore, the second of these two papers 
gives a pioof of the highly difficult de Bakker-Meert(ens completeness theorem [3] 
which is considerably shorter than the original. In addition, the theorem is general- 
ized and it is valid for goto-like constructions, as they occur in systems of recursive 
flow diagram programs. 
In Section 6 termination and total correctness are investigated in the context 
developed here. TWO diRerent types of termination are discussed. The two types 
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coincide in practically interesting interpretations, however, effacement of their 
differences causes problems concerning termination. As has been done with partial 
correctness, total correctness is traced back to a connection betw,een pre- and 
postcsnditio;ls and the associated relation B. Both notions of termination are given 
explicitly as algebraic transformations of postconditions that fulfil the rules set down 
by Dijkstra [ 10,111. As in Hoare’s approach [ 171, we provide a model for Dijkstra’s 
theory, however now including recursion. In the subsequent paper, the theory of 
derivatives which Hitchcock and Park [ 151 developed for the deterministic ase and 
which de Bakker with Egli’s construction made applicable to the nondeterministic 
case [4] is exra:nded to recursive flow diagram programs. We emphasize the fact that 
the difhcult Cgli-order becomes obsolete and that only the well-known order of 
inclusion of relations is employed. 
As a general reference for the results of tlhis paper, we cite [3 l], where more details 
are presented. Part II of the present paper [33] will be devoted to recursion. 
2. Relationall algebra 
The subsequent sections will be formulated in terms of relational algebra. Admit- 
tedly, introducing a relation R as a subset of the Cartesian product X x Y of two sets 
X and Y and writing R (x, y) or XRy if the relation holds for certain elements x E X 
and y E Y would be the standard means suflicient to express everything in this paper. 
Nevertheless, acomponent-free formulation applying, e.g., the composition ES of 
relations together with the distributivity IZ (S v T) = RS v RT of composition over 
the union of relations will be considerably shorter in cases of nontrivial use of 
relations. 
Persuing this consequently, one will find a surprisingly small set of formulae about 
relations (or Boolean matrices) that are actually used. The set of axioms to derive 
these formulae is just as small. In order to provide a completely axiomatic theory, we 
have decided not to omit these axioms here. The reader, however, may well skip the 
preliminaries simr *y recalling Theorem 2.2 for relations and Boolean matrices, 
respectively. 
Relational algebra originated from the early work of Tarski [34], Riguet [3Q], 
Lyndon [22, 231 and Ionsson [19, 201. :However, they restricted thelmselves to 
‘quadratic’ relations on one set. De Bakker and de Roever, being the first to give such 
axioms of relational algebra in connection with mathematical theory of progr;“ims, 
also considered only this case. In addition, they omitted Axiom 2.1(v) which already 
Birkhoaf [S] held responsible for difficulties in the structure theory of relational 
algebra. In an axiomatic theory including rooted graphs and termination, Ihowever, it 
is indispensable. 
As is known from matrices with unsuitable size, union and compoiiti.on of twc 
relations may not always be defined. In the following definition, therefore, appli- 
cability of the operations is explicitly speciified. 
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&&ion 2.1. A relational alge3ru 9?I is a set of elements, called relations, in which 
operations and axioms are defined which we informally present as follows: 
(i) Every relation R belongs to a subset 98R of 48, containing those re lations with 
a size congruent to that of R, which constitutes an atomistic corn@@@ :C Boolean 
algebra. Within e;ll& of these Boolean algebras we have, therefore, the 2-ary 
operations union ‘ v ’ and conjqlnction ‘ A ’ the l-ary operation negatior8 (-’ and the 
0-ary operations consisting of the universal element L and the null element 0, As 
usual, inclusion of relations is denoted by ‘ c ‘. 
(ii) For every relation R there exists a transposed relation RT and (2 ‘jT = R is 
always fulfilled . 
(iii) Given two relations R, 5’ of suitable size, a product RS is defined. Multi- 
plication is associative. There exist right and left identities for every set & of 
relations, which for simplicity art= all denoted by I. For null elements OR = RO = 0 is 
always valid. 
(iv) The Dedekind rule (QR rz S) c (Q A SRT)(R A QTS) holds whenever one of 
,the ‘rhree parenthetical expressions is defined. 
(v) , LSL = L holds for every :relation S # 0. 
If union, conjunction and product are always defined, 3 is called total. 
The most important model of a relational algebra is the set of relations c>n agiven 
set. Other examples include the set (0, I, 17 L} c lEB2x2 of Boolean matrices, which as a 
consequence of its cardinality is not isomorphic to the set i5xxx of relations on a set 
X. In addition, if:’ a is a total relation algebra (i.e., with union and conlpcJsition alway ;
defined), the matrices with coefficients from 98 again constitute a relational algebra. 
Two immediate consequences can be derived from 2.l(iv), namely 
from which the well-known rules of relational calculus can be derived by elementary 
reasoning, [3 11. 
(PQ)T = QTPT, 
PcQ+PTcQT, PcQ+RPcRQ, 
Q(RvS)=QRVQS, Q(R~S)~QRAQS, 
en the other hand, from the two afore mentioned masequences the Dedekind rule 
may be reestablished, thus showing the equivalence with 2.f(iv). 
As in every complete oolean lattice, the infinite distributive laws 
R&. = D R A s,, 
n=l ?t= 1 
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are valid in relational algebras. Furthermore, 
R 3 S,, = 3 R&, R i Sn c= ; RS,, 
tl=l tt= 1 n- -1 IV= 1 
hold for multiplication with respect o union and intersection. 
‘We can now proceed to explain familiar dlefinitions in terms of relational algebra. 
A relation R will be called totui if one of the following three equivalent conditions is 
fulfilled: I c RRT, I? c RJ RL = L. R is unirque, if R’R c I. If the transpose RT of R 
is unique (total), R will be said to be injective (surjective, respectively). A tmpping R, 
i.e., a total and unique relation may thus be characterized by one equation: Rr = .R. 
These definitions conform thoroughly with the usual notions. 
The following theorem contains all the adlditional rules which we are going to use. 
Their one-line proofs depending solely on the axioms and the consequences there- 
from are included to demonstrate the usefulness of the Dedtikind formula. It 
sometimes enables us to proceed by chains of inclusions, thus we may avoid writing 
parts of the expressions repeatedly. 
Theorem 2.2. If the following constructs are defined, we have 
6) R, S unique 3, RS unique, 
(ii) R unique =$ R(S A T) = RS ART, 
(iii) RcS,SuniqueandRLML=+R=:S, 
(iv) R unique + (S A TR’)R = SR A T, 
( ) V R mapping + RS = RS, 
( 1 Vi (RASL)T=RTASL, 
(vii) (R A (SLjf)T = R(SL A T). 
Proof. 
( ) ii 
(iii) 
. 
( ) 
;:, 
. 
( ) 
(Vi:, 
(i) (RS)‘RS = STRTRS t STS c I. 
R(SAT)~(RARX’~)(SAR~RT)~RSART=,R(SAT). 
S=SLAS~RLAS~/RASL~)(LAR~S)~RR~S~RS~S~R. 
(S A TRT)R c SR A TR R c SR A T c (S A TRT)(R A STT) c (S A TRT)R. 
L=RL=R(Sv~)=RSvRbi8cR$ 
RTRci+RTRScMR,kRS. 
(RASL)T~RTASL.T~RTASL~(RASLT’)(TAR~SL)C:(RASL)T. 
(R A (SL)T)T A LC (R A(SL)‘A LTTj(T A (RT ASLlL)c R(SL A T) 
= R (SL A T) A L c (R A L(SL A T)T)(SL A T A RTL) c (R A (Sl:JT)Te 
From (i), the product of two unique relations is again unique. In addition to 
v -distributivity, A -distributivity holds at least for unique relations multiplied from 
the left, (ii). In (iii) it is assured, that a relation R being contained in a unique relation 
S but ‘having a larger db?main’ is necessarily equal to S. (vi) and (vii) can easily be 
interpreted as matrix-multiplication masking out some of the rows or columns. 
Of course, the letter .L has just been used Eor universal relations of 
this will cause no confusion. If a relation r is row-constmt, r = rL, it may be 
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understood as a point set, a Bookan vector or a predicate depending on the respective 
application. With r = rL # 0 a nonempty set may be characterized, which is a point, if 
in addition injectivity rrT c I holds. 
As a transitive closure we define W + := Vz= 1 R n, whereas R a := I v R ’ ;s called the 
reflexive transitive closure, (provkied R * is defined). The reflexive transitive closure of 
a union may be expressed by (I;! v S)* = (R*S)“R*. 
A relation X will be said to contract a relation R if Ri’X c X. Cbviously, X 
contracts R if and only if RT*X = X. This is a special case of proving a ctoperty of 
monotone continuous functionals. Later applications include the fu nctionals 
u(X) := A(B v CXD)* E, r(X) := z and p(X) := I v AX. They are afl ;nonotone, 
e,g., XC Y =kr(X)~ a( Y). Only 0 and p, however, are continuoq which is 
dsfined, e.g., as 
IIn Fig. 1 a relation S on a non-finite set and a sequence X,#, n 2 1, is shown as an 
example of violating the continuky of 7. 
‘L L L L L “’ 1 0 0 0 0 0 ’ l l 0 0 0 0 0 l ** S‘L 0 0 0 0 0 l *’ 
0 0 0 0 0 l ** . . . . * 
. . . . 
. . . . I 9 xh= h 
Fig. 1. r(X) := SX is not continuous. 
3. Partial graphs am! programs 
A (directed) graph is usually defined on a given set V of vertices and a set A of arcs 
specifying the relation S c A >: V ‘has as its source’ together with the relation 
T c ‘4 x V ‘has as its target’. 5; and T are assumed to be mappings. M := S v T 
c A x V is the incidence relation. The associated relation is defined as B := S’T c 
V x V, which indicatr,s that a vertex ‘is joined by an arc to’ another vertex. 
Some parts of graph theory lzan be studied without the assumption of S and T 
being total, using Q=‘~ l~l r thk; uniqueness of S and T. Putting this as a definition, we 
i.dtroduce the (partial) graph G (further cn distinguishing classical graphs by calling 
them tota2 graphs) as a pair G = (S, T) of relations with the properties that STS C= I 
and TTT c I and that the associated relation B l -- .-- STT exists as well as the incidence 
SV T. 
Having widened the area of cl;assical graph theory by admitting certain pairs (S, T) 
of abstract relations ;lo be graphs, we introduce as a homomorphism from graph 
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G = (3, T) into graph G’ = (S’, T’) a pair 43 = (@v, GA) of relations, where Gv is :g 
mapping of the vertices and @A is a mapping of the arcs subject to 
T 
s c @*S’@v, T c &T’@;. 
Ecj,uivalent conditions are S@v c @A§‘, TQiV c eAT’. In the case of a total 
grape G the ho:nomorphism conditions specialize to S& = @,&‘, T& = @‘4T’; this 
is a consequence of Theorem 2.2(iii). If @ is a ho.momorphism from G into G’, the 
associated relations B and B’ obviously furlfi)l B c &B’@~ and B& c t&B’. An 
isomorphism of graph G to graph G’ is given by the homomorphism @ = (&, @J, if 
in addition GT*- . (CD;, ?P’,) constitutes a homomorphism. 
We are accustomed to saying that vertex !V of a graph is reachable from vertex x of 
the graph, if there exists at least one directed path from x to y, i.e., if xyTc B*. In 
analogy, we define reachability of the graph G with associated relation B to be the 
reflexive transitive closure B* of B. 
Some vertices of a graph may be terminal, i.e., it is not possible to proceed from 
them any further along B. Therefore the set of terminal vertices is clharacterized by 
z, From a root of the graph any other vertex may be reached, A root is therefore 
defined as a vertex X, fulfilling the exhatistion condition L c xTB* which may be 
expressed by XL c B* as well. This is a remarkable fact, because the first condition 
gives a lower bound with respect o x whereias the second one gives an upper bound. 
To show the influence of Axiom 2.1 (v), we prove this equivalence by first establishing 
xL~xxTB*~IX3* = B* and then L = Lx?, = xTL = xTB* v x’B* = xTB*, where 
we take x)sIc 0 as an equivalent form af XL c B*. 
As a rooted graph, we will denote the p:lir R = (G, X) consisting of a total graph G 
and a root x of G. Of special interest among these rooted graphs are rooted trees, 
which are in addition characterized by being circuit-free, 63’ (=z f, and haying an 
injective target relation, TTT c I. Homomorphisms Q, = ( QIbr, @A) of rooted graphs 
shall always map the root onto the root, @‘VX = x’. 
In the definitions concerning graphs given so far, only axiomatic relational algebra 
has been enMoyed. We are, therefore, free to use these definitions in any relational 
algebra fulfilPng the axioms given in Section 2. Our interest mainly concet;trates on 
two types. Tl.- first type is the algebra of relations between sets. It allows, for 
instance, to introduce an associated relation ,BF E iEB vx v describing a flow graph F on 
a set V of vertices. An example of the second relational algebra is that of matrices 
with coefficients which belong to a total relaltional algebra. Taking a kmachine with 
a set Z of machine states, WC have the total :relational algebra lEBzxz of all relations 
and state transitions on 2. WC are going to consider elements B E (EfxZ)Vxv 
assigning a state transition to each pair of vertices of a flow graph. Nevertheless, 
our exposition will at no stage make exlplicit use of these special relational 
algebras. 
In the following definition, we make use of a (partial) state graph G with associated 
relation B which is homomorphical? mapped onto a total flow griaph with 
associated relation SE;. 
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e$nition 33, The S-tuple 9 := (G, I:; $3, dy, o) will be called a program, if 
(i) G = (22, T) is a graph describing state transitions, 
(ii) F = (SF, TF) is a total graph describing flow of control, 
(iii) 0 = (69, @A) is a surjective homomorphism from G abnto F, a%wing us to 
use the expressions ‘ tates assumed at a vertex’ and ‘state transitions along irrdn arc’, 
(iv) ZY is an input relation characterized byarTa! = 1, 
aaTc I, arL = &@‘E,L and @‘,a, = 6&L, 
(v) w is an output relation characterized by
W’U = I, &8~ n CO& I and WL = B&oL. 
By (rF := f&L = @;a a be## vertex and by crp~ :=6&L a set of es&’ vertices is 
selected from the flow graph I’ If the associated relation B := STT is unique, the 
program will be called deterministic. If R := (iF, a& is a rooted tree, 9 is said to be a , 
rooted tree pro.gram. 
The domain of the surjective 1: 1 relation CI consists exactly of the states over the 
begin vertex aF; therefore aT is an inclusion of input States into the State graph. 
There is only one begin vertex, since a& = 63cucuT& C && C L However, it is 
alot correct to allow only one single end vertex, since we are going to study tree 
programs. To consider these Gases, the restriction of w to states over one of the ecd 
vertices should be a surjectlve 1: 1 inapping onto the output states. Stategraph, 
flowgraph, input relation, and output relation of a small program are visualized in 
Fig. 2. 
The associated relations B a Id BF or G and F are very similar. If F is interpreted 
as a graph in the classier;;: sense with vertex set V, then its associated relation BF can 
be viewed as a Boolean matrix BF E BYX v. Introducing the set 2 of machine states 
and the set lfSzxz of all relation; on 2, we can interpret he associated relation B of 
the stntegraph as a matrix B E lBZxZ)Vx “, the coefficients ofwhich are no longer 
frozn 43 but are Boolean matrices; themselves. The stategraph which is a partial graph 
on the vertex set V may also be nnterpyeted as a total graph on the vertex set 2 )(: V. 
In the first case we have a program scheme while we should talk about a program in 
the second case. We will also find a verv/ close relationship to fiow graphs the arcs of 
which are labeled by relations. Traversing a path results in functional composition of
the relations encountered. 
Our exposition i  this paper is restricted ta monadic schemes. We feel, however, 
that a generalization to the polyadic case should be possib!e introducing explicit 
pyojection relations. 
Having defined the program as a new structure, we need an appropriate notion of 
homomorphism, which decomposes into homomorphisms of the flow graph and of 
the stategraph. 
The pair (CD, q) of relations will be called a homomorphism from the 
program 9 = (‘G, F, & cy, W) into the wogram 9’ = (G’, F’, O’, cy’, w’) if 
Frograms as partial graphs 
F 
Fig. 2. Stategraph and flow graph s>f the program: if p then while q do D else E; r:qeat Hfi. 
(i) Qi = (&, @J is a homomorphism from G into G’, 
(ii) 7 = (qv, vA) is a homomorphism from F into F’, 
(iii) cp’v,, c &, 0 c @@O’, 
(iv) @c@, = 0:7& &&A = @I&& 
The two conditions in (iii) on cy and w are differently written with respect o the 
forthcoming Definition 4.3; they are, however, equivalent in nature. From (iv) 
commutativity of the diagram 
may be deduced: Omitting the indices ‘12; A, for the morHlent, since Q, is total and since: 
q is unique, we have 07 c @@‘@, = @@‘& = @@‘. From QvL = t9L = L and 
Theorem 2.2(iii) we obtain equality. 
At this point, a relationship to other approaches hould be mentioned. With (iv) it 
is postulated that the diagram be commutative if the arrows 8 and 69’ are inverted. 
‘Ihis conforms to the fact that, e.g., in [7], a program is defined as a functor. from a 
path category into the category of relations. However, we prefer the opposite 
direction of bundling the arcs of the stategraph in order to obtain th 3 flowgraph. 
Having introduced these ideas, we can now define semantics of proi_rams. Given 
the program 9 =. (G, F, @, CY, o), where the graph G has R as its associated relation, 
we Jefinc the relation !3* to be the action of the program. Since we :Ire primarily 
interested in terminating complltation secpuences of a program, we call C := B* A 
w the ter,minating action of 9. Termination of these computation sequences will 
not necessarily occur it1 states over an end vertex. Such cases of abortion are 
suppressed if we define C := t&w = gT(B* n BL’)o to be the semars~ics of the 
program !P. 
In as far as the begin vertex need not be initial and as the end vertices need not be 
terminal in the flc w graph, cf. Fig. 2, our definition of a flow diagram program is more 
general than those given elsewhere. End vertices can only be allowed to be 
non-terminal in the flow graph under the prerequisite that termination of the 
corrlputation be expressable by other means. This will later otl allow a natural 
e.utension to the recursive case. 
As in [7], we are able, without additional effort, to begin with nondeterministic 
programs deferring specialization to deterministic programs as long as possible. 
Proceeding in this way, a lot of difficulties in introducing nondeterminism afterwards 
will be avoided. 
4. Covering theory of flow equivalence 
The notions we are going to introduce will strongly resemble a concept in algebraic 
topology, in particular, in the covering theory of Riemann surfaces. 
In the case where one Riemann surface covers another, it is possible to find over 
every path in the underlying surface exactly one path originating in an arbitrary point 
over the initial point of the given path. With this in mind, we irvestigate a similar 
situation in connection with graphs and programs. A continuous mapping Qi of a 
topological space 9 onto the topological space 9’ is called a covering of 9’ by T, if 
every y E 9’ has a neighborhood U, the inverse image @-l(U) of which is th 3 disjoint 
union of open sets, each of which is by @ mapped toplogically onto U. Among 
surjective homomorphisms of graphs and programs we will concentrate on those 
having the respective property of being locally topological concerning the source 
relation. 
If G = (S, T) and G’ = (S’, T’) are two grapha, a surjective 
@ = (Ipv, @A) of G onto G’ will be called a covering of G’ by G, if 
?mgrams as partial graphs 
v, @J’= T@\ 
(cf. Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Graph G’ covered by graph G. 
Conditions (i) and (iii) are in fact equalities as a consequence of the definition of a 
homomorphism. Interpreting this definition with graphs in classical sense, we have 
the following: Given an arc p’ of G’ together with its source x’ and an arbitrary vertex 
x over x’, then by (ii) there is at most one arc p over pl starting from X. On the other 
hand, (i) guarantees that there is et least one such arc. Putting these two assertions 
together, we might say that @ behaves locally topological with respect o the source 
relation. 
As a consequence of (iii), an arc of G is mapped onto an arc of G’ with source 
(target) only if a source (target) is defined for the arc itself. In the case of total graphs, 
condition (iii) of the definition becomes obsolete and may therefore be omitted. It 
can easily be proved that the composition of two coverings again constitutes a 
covering. 
Before we begin to consider programs, we shall show that the above notion of 
covering is sufficient o model the path lifting property in graphs. It is noteworthy that 
the proof is strictly in terms of relational algebra. 
Theorem 42. (Lifting of paths). Let @ = (&, @J be a covering of the total graph F’ 
by the total graph F and let in eifhcr graph a vertex (YF resp. CtiF’ be distinguished such 
that @;(uF = CYF. Then, given any rooted tree R = (Fo, CY& which by (t’ = (&v, #k\) is 
homomorphically mapped into F’ so that $)vTaF, = a#?, there exists a homomorphism 
I/! = ($v, $A) of Fo into F such tk t q&~, = aF and such that $’ factorizes to $’ = $@. 
roof. Consider the monotone and continuous fvlnctionals 
UA(X) := s&xsz A qf&@l, av( Y) :== Tr, YTF, 
and declare inductively 
&: :-.+ W&&, 
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in order to obtain 
This construction of the relations @v, (GA which will be shown to have- the required 
properties is easily interpreted in the case of a graph in classical sense: We map the 
root arFO onto LYE and then exhaust R in the following way: ‘i’k arc ~0. the source of 
which had obtained an image shortly before, is mapped onto an arc erijerging at the 
image of its source in F and covering the image of po in F’. Every verte:< .Q( # (rFO) of 
the rooteld tree R is the target of exactly one arc, the image of which has been 
determined earlier. Vertex x0 is mapped to the target of the image of t7ris arc. 
The main part of the proof is to verify the following six proposition:: 
It is easy to show uniqueness of $v, #A by induction using the first two assertions and 
starting from &‘Ta’~’ = (YFLCY&,a&& = a&& = a-:~ I. Simisarly, from the 
third and fourth assertion +vQzv c #b and #A@A c #k and from the fifth and sixth 
assertion the homomorphism conditions may be deduced. 
So far, nothing has been said about totality of #v, $A. Using the middle assertions 
again together with the definition of a root we show, e.g., 
Now, from #v@v c $b, #AQzAc #X and Theorem 2.2(iii) we conclude zhat the 
factorization #@ =- #’ indeed holds, 
It should be pointed out that F need no4 be the unfoldrfisnt (i.e., the covering 
rooted tree) of F’ and need not be a rooted tree. Therefore, this theorem is more 
general than other n,esults of this kind which lift hom~~ziorphisms only to the 
unfoldment of a graph. 
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Following our general theme of sholwing that programs can be treated as partial 
graphs, it is now possible to prove a similar lifting theotem for programs. First, we 
have to define those program homomorphisms that shaIi1 be coverings. These 
coverings correspond to Goguen’s notion of flow equivalence which is defined as a 
pair consisting of a functor of the path category of t e flow grapih of the first program 
into the path category of the flow graph of the second, together with a natural 
transformation [14]. In the following definition, we avoid using the nonfinite path 
categories restricting ourselves to the :flow graphs. 
Definition 4.3. A homomorphism (@, .q) of the program 9 = (G, F, 8, ey, w) into the 
nrogram 9’ = (G’, F’, Q’, .- cy I, 0’) is called a covering of 9’ b:J 9, if 
(i) 43 = @#&, @A) is a graph covering of G’ by Ic, 
(ii) 7 = (qV, qA) is a graph covering of F’ by F, 
(iii) LY ’ C @&r, &d C 0, 
(iv) BvQTv /\ @+4p t v c 1, s,s’, n @#@‘A c I. 
Conditions (iii) together with Definition 3.2(iii) are in fact equalities. Notice, 
however, their difference in nature. With (iv!, the unique determination of elements 
by their images in the flow graph and their @-images is postulated. Taken strictly, (iv) 
is again an equality. 
Theorem 4,Q. (Lifting of computation sequences). Let (gZ, q) be a covering of the 
program P’ by the program 9. TherJ. if a tree program 90 is given, which is 
homomorphically mapped into 9’ by (tfr’, p’), there is a homomorphism ($, p) of 9’0 
into 9, such that ($, p)(@, q) = (+‘, a’). 
Fig. 4. Lifting of the program homomorphism ($‘, p’). 
Proof, A formal proof, although based oia the preceding theorem, requires a certain 
amount of calculations [31]. The basic construct ion, however, is relatively simple. 
From Theorem 4.2 we know that a rooted graph homomorph6sm p of the desired 
type must exist, since QF~F = CYF~ and p&p0 = cyF8 can be shown. 
Therefore, we define 
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intersecting the two approximations of J/ obtained from the top and ahe rear side of 
the diagram in Fig. 4. 
It is simple to conclude by formal calculations using Theorem 2.2(ivj and 
Definition 3.2(iv), that $@ = @’ and to show that &, (GA are mappings which fulfil the 
conditions #*& = 69~’ of a program homomorphism. The inclusion S&A c eVSTp 
T,#v c rb;\T which assure that 9 is a graph homomorphism reman-. to be proved. 
Employing in that order the homomorphism conditions for 3’ and &g, the covering 
propert:: (Ll(iii)). the Dedekind rule, the homomorphism conditiool of 8, unique- 
ness of §G, the program covering property (4.3(iv)) we obtain, e.g., the 8% inclusion: 
s& = s;+jqQi: A s;BO,pAoTk c $;lS”@‘, n @&&/s;@: 
= 4%@‘vS’~ @*&ST#Tk = $v @ et ST A @v&ST@;. v v 
= ~V(@V@fVST A OVS’,o’,j 
If the flow graphs of 9 and 9’ are rooted graphs, an improvement of this result 
may be obtained by stating that, if (#, p’) is a covering, then ($, p) will again be a 
covering. From this fact, we easily conclude that a covering tree program is uniquely 
determined up to an isomorphism, since two covering tree programs of a program @’ 
can be shown to cover each other, yielding this isomorphism. It is, therefore, correct 
to talk about tl’ze covering tree program, soimetimes called universal covering or 
unfoldment. 
Within a given relational algebra, a universal covering does not necessarily exist; 
however, its existence can easily be shown by construction if only graphs in the 
classical sense are considered. It is, therefore, worth noting that our following 
theorem can be proved directly, not using the universal covering. 
Theorem 4.5 (Flow equivalence theorem). If the program 9 is by (a, 77) a coverin! 
of the program 9’ then the respectioe semantics coincide. 
Proof. The full proof will be given in terms of relational algebra. First, we conclude 
from Definition 4.1(i), (iii) that @v.’ = 4PVS’TT’ = S’.@,J = STZ’@v = BrPv and 
that, therefore, @vB’* = 
2.2(v) @,zG’v - 
B*&. Now, @v being a mapping, we have by Theorem 
tPvB’L@5= B&L@:== WV= z. With this, we prove for 
the terminating action C 
&C’ = d&(B’* n B-LT) = &B’* A @,,BTLT = B”4$ A &/B-L’ 
= (B” A &,B7zf@T,)@ = (B* A Et)&, = c&. 
Finally, using Definition 4.3(iii), we get 
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We have, thus, a justification of our definition of semantics which ‘we had 
generalized to include the case of nonterminal end vertices of the flaw graph. 
Furthermore, we have the possibility ni transforming programs depending on purely 
graph-theoretic onsiderations. We demonstrate this in Fig. 5 with two very simple 
loop constructions. (In the matrices, Tead always p as 1 A pL) 
0 G L 
OR0 
, j-J’= 1 i p’o p. 0 0 0 
Fig. 5. The program R ; wk.‘!_ r3.9~7 3~ I$ cd; covering the program repeat R untilp; 
Since we can easily verify that there is 2; graph homomorphism of the whi!e flow 
graph onto the repeat flow graph which tfuliils the coverin,g conditions, and since 
obviously QivB’ = B!I+, we can directly \:onclude that the semantics coincide. It 
should be emphasized that a finite argument suffices, and w’e need not consider the 
infinite unfoldment. 
5. Contraction theory of partial correctness 1 
The action B* of a program connects :3 state with all subsequent states, whereas 
the terminating action C = B* A BLT associates only subsequent terminal’ states to a 
given state. Screening those relations that hold between input states and output 
states from the latter, we obtained semantics 2 = aT(B* A m)o. 
Usually, one is <My interested in a certa.in subset of all these computation 
sequences of a ,p. v6 **r am. The subset is characterized by a precondition p,, specifying 
those im>ut states one is going to apply the program to, and a postcon,dition 4 to 
describe the expected properties of the output. 
To reflect this, a program 9 with semantics 2 is defined to be partiaZfy correct with 
respect to precondition p and postcondition q, if ZTp c 4. In absence of relational 
calculus, {p}Piq} is often written to denlote Ipartial correctness ymbolically. 
Having in mind that this definition resembles only fuH computation sequences 
beginning in an input state and terminating in an output state which neither abort nor 
loop forever, it can easily be interpreted: Every full computation sequence originat- 
ing in an input state fulfilling p leads to an output state fulfillling 4. The definition is 
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equivalent to x@ c p, which can be read as: A full computation sequence l ading to a 
state violating 4 necessarily originates in a state violating p. If we use: the equivalent 
form 2 c z of, the definition, we have the following interpretation A full compu- 
tation sequence will not lead Prom a state with precondition p to a !@te without q. 
Dijkstra introduced the notion of weakest precondition in connet:tion with #otal 
cxrectness of programs which is discussed inSection 6. A similar construction i the 
case of partial correctness, is pmaxo- ‘-Ej, since partial correctness lcTp C q of a 
program with respect to a precondition p and the given postcondition 4 necessarily 
implies p C Ej = pm-. On the other hand, if a precondition p is given:, the strongest 
postcondition regarding partial correctness is qiin := 2’~. 
In the above definition of partial correctness, p and q are relate 
C = c?(B* A m’)w. Of course, it is desirable to check partial correctness directly 
from the program, i.e., using the associated relation B. We have, therefore, the 
problem of taking the condition X’p c q and tracing it back to a condition concerning 
p, q and B. This is achieved by the following theorem. 
‘ihearem 5.1 (Contraction theorem). Let 9 be a program with associated relation B 
and semantics C = c?(B* n BL’)o and let p and q be given pre- and postconditions. 
Then P is partiairy correct with respect to p and q, XTp c q, if and only if there is a 
predicate Q with B’Q C= Q, p c c?Q, and oT(Q A=) 6 (I; i.e., Q contracts B, its 
restriCtion to input states contains p and the restriction to terminal output ‘c;tates fu&lls q. 
Proof. The if-direction is shown by 
zTp c ZTaTQ = w~(B*~ A m)aaTQ CW~(B*~ A =)Q 
= w~(B*~Q A E) = oT(Q A z) c q. 
To prove <he only-if -part, we define Q := B*Tarp to obtain directly BTQ c Q and 
p = aTap c aTBSTap = Q~Q. Furthermore, 
o’(Q A z) = i~~(B*~c~p A i?i) = w~(B*~ A =)ap = xTp = qm 
This contraction theorem resembles Floyd’s approach of inductive assertions ill
terms of relational lgebra; itshould be noted, however, that the output nodes of the 
flow graph need ilot be terminal nodes of that flow graph. In Fig. 
program is shown, together with an interpretation providing exact 
every node of the flow graph. The program is partially correct with respect o 
precondition p = (k) and postconditic n q = (4, however, itis not correct using 4 *= (k). 
The ability to handle partial correc;ness if nonterminal output ,nodes occur, is 
prerequisite for dealing with recursion. In Part II of this paper, this will be explained 
in full detail, giving thereby r’“;n extremely short and clear new proof of the difficult 
de Bakker-Meertens completeness theorem, which asserts the validity of Floyd’s 
method, even in the case of systems of recursive i?ow diagram programs. 
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0 :---- e . 
a - ?I? 0 ‘$ / : w 
Fig. 6. Partial correctness and noplterminal output nodes. 
We will now show how verification r&les can systematically be derived from the 
contraction theorem. In Fig. 7(a) the simple concatenation of two program steps D 
and E is shown as a flow diagram, together with the associated relation B. The input 
relation is cx and the output relation o. This program is partially correct with respect 
to p and 4% {p}D; E(q), if and only if a predicate Q, assumed to be given as 
QT= (x, y, t ) exists with p c x, z c q ana’ DTx c ::9 E$ c z. Therefore,, D; E is 
partially correct with respect to p and q precisely when there is an intermediate 
condition y such that D is partially correct with respect o p am3 y, and E is partially 
correct with ,espect to y and q. 
Fig. 7. Concatenation and weat-locp as p&al graphs. 
Similarly, 1~ t us take the repeat-loop ol, Fig. 7(b) together with its tiysociate!d 
relation B. Following the contraction theorem, repeat R until t is partially correct 
with respect ta p and q if and only if there is a predicate Q, assumed to be give:; G 
QT = (x, y, t) such that r” A y c II”, I& c y, and r A y c z, which means that there exists 
a (possibly larp!flr) precondition x 3 p and an intermeljiate condition y with r A y c q 
and 7 A y c x sldch that R is partially correct with res,pect to .X and y. 
6. Total corredness and termination 
Partial eorrellztness has been introduced as a statement concerning semantics C of a 
program in connection with a precondition p and a postcondition q. Semantics C as 
defined formaNly in Section 3 does not express information about 10;~s and abortion 
of computatio!o1 sequences. Semantics cannot9 therefore, be used to define total 
correctness. %er constructs must be sought. 
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Let G be a graph with associated relation B. 
(i) G is progressively bounded if L = V~=,-, fi. 
(ii) The initial part of the graph C (resp. the re”:ation B) is 
H(G):=I(B):=min{XIXcBX}. 
(iii) G is progrmively finite if I(G) = L. 
Interpreted for graphs in the classical sense, a graph is progressive1 y bounded if for 
every vertex x there is a natural number h, such that none of the paths .starting from x 
is longer than h,. In Fig. 8 a graph is shown which is not progressiAy bounded. 
Nevertheless, choosing an arbitrary path origrnating from an arbitrary vertex, this 
path turns out to be of finite length. With a second order construction, i.e., 
quantifying over all subsets X of vertices of the grzph, we formulate c, rich a finiteness 
property. 
If a vertex is a starting point of a path of infinite length, then at least one of its 
successors has this property. The set Y of all starting vertices of paths of infinite 
!ength, therefore, is the maximum set with Y c BY. The other way round, the set of 
vertices from which only paths of finite length eni(c=rge is given by the initial part 
1(G) = min(XI X c BX}. If every vertex 
Fig. 8. A progressively finite graph which is not progressively bounded. 
belongs to the initial part, 1(G) = L, the graph is said to be progressively finite. 
Hitchcock and Park [lS] gave if G) := min{XIX = Bli?} as a definition of the initial 
part, i.e., the minimal fixed point of the functional r(X) :=z (which is not 
continuous). To show that these definitions coin.:ide, note that I(G) c i(G) mu*. 
necessarily hold. On the other hand, if X c BX, then Y :==A B+(X A BR), whnclr 
is contained in X, fulfils Y = SF implying i(G) c I(G): 
BP=BB.~BB+(XAB~) 
Investigating the interdependence of progressive boundedness, progressive 
finiteness and terminality, we find the following theorem by strict axiomatic deduc- 
tion. The first result is intuitively clear. It asserts that a vertex x with ~‘t common 
bound h, for the lengths of all paths emerging fro,m x is not the initial vertex of an 
infinite path. Furthermore, it must be possible to reach a terminal vertex from x. 
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ewe 2. If B is the associated relation of the graph G, we have 
ij BhLcI(B)cB*z; 
( 1 ii BT.23 cl=? 3 z.E=I(B)=B*B&; 
h=O 
*lr (iii) G progxssively boecnded + L = V 23 L = I(B) = B"BL; 
h=O 
(iv) G progressively jkite =3 7 B~I(B)=B*~Z=L. 
h=O 
Proof. (i) Tvle set X0 := B*E fulfils x0 c B%o, since 
giving tire right inclusion. Furthermore, for every X with B% = x, r\Tzo BhL 3 x is 
vslid, since B'L=Ld and by induction BhLd implies Bh+'L =Bz =z 
(ii) If B'B c 4 we have for all h 2 0 
(Bh)TBh+lL c (Bh-‘)Tl?h~ c . . . c BL 
so that Bhzc!?? . r. 
(iii) and (’ ) IV CIE imiediate consequences of Definition 6.1. 
?f the asso,Aated relation B is unique, it is obvious that a vertex from which a 
terminal vertex can be zached is the starting point of exactly one maximal path, the 
length of wlnich hs t&r% s”ore acommon upper bound for all paths emerging from that 
vertex. 
A graph G which is homomorphically mapped into a progressively finite graph 6’ 
is necessarily progressively finite itselfa For every X fulfillli~g c Bx, using the 
homomorphism condition B c QpvB'@~z we deduce @LTc @‘Qicx, which by 
Definition 6.l(iii) leads to a= L. v.' A & is equivaknt to @T/x e 0 and therefore to 
f&L c X Since Qz, is total, we have X = L, thus establishing that the graph G is 
indeed progressively finite. To demonstrate termkation of a program by proving that 
a positive integer-declared counter variable is Ftrlctly decreased, is an application of 
this result. 
We wifl now apply these notions directly to the partia; state graph of a prqgram. Of 
course, tbi; two variants of the notion of terzmination coincide in all practical 
interpretations dealing with finite sets of states and finite control structures. 
However, many of the theoretical difficulties will be found natural having Theorem 
6.2 precisely in mind. 
Dijkstra investigabed deterministic nonrecursive program:!3 [lo] ark! nondeter- 
ministic nonrecursive programs [ 111 using predicate transformers applied to post- 
conditions. Given a program 9, such a predicate transformer specifies for every 
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postcondition q the weakest precondition wp(P, q) such that very computation 
sequence starting therefrom necessarily terminates in an output state which fulfills q. 
In the following definition three tr. -sformations of postconditions are explicitly 
given in terms of relational algebra 
&&ion 6.3. Let the program 9) = (G, F, 0, cy, w) be given with associated rela- 
tion B, terminating action C := B* A EL’, initial part I(B) Zid semantics C := aTCo. 
If p is a precondition and q is apostcondition, we will say that the prc3ran-r 9 is toMy 
correct with respect to p and q of 
type 1, if p c ix‘V~=, 5% h ~~~Ct%ij, 
p c aTI I\ aT‘=j, 
p’xq=CYTCoq. 
9 terminates of type i for precondition p, if 9 is totally correct of type e’ with respect o 
p 2nd L. 
9 is totally correct of type 1 with respect o p and q, if from none of the input states 
tulfilling p there are computation sequences of arbitrary lengths, and if it is 
impossible to reach with C a terminal state of computation which doesn’t, after 
output with O, fulfil q (whether this is a consequence af an a _ ,rtion or of reaching an 
output state with 4’). 
Assuming a formal theory which includes the natural n ‘Imbers, total correctness of 
type 1 may be understood as a first-order construction. H lwever, total correctness of 
type 2 is dofz_.e.r’ * with inherently second-order methods. In type 2, it is no longer 
necessary that the lengths of computatiorl sequences from an input state x have a 
common bound h. It suffices that they all iie finite. 
For total correctness of type 3, it is sufficient that from every input state with 
precondition p at least one computation sequence leads to a terminal output state 
with q. Obviously, CL is the domain of semantics of the rogram considered as a 
relation. 
Total correctness of type 11 implies that of type 2 which in turn implies that of tylz 
3. To prove this, we start from Theorem 6.2(i) and show B*ij& CG$ Coq bj 
Pf the given program is deterministic, the three variants of total correctness coincide. 
Using Theorem 62(ii), we have only to show that CUE c B*xz A sq. This is indeed 
the case since Coq c CL .= B*m and since from d :terminism CrC c .I we can 
deduce CTGqc ~7, which is.equivalent o Coq c z!$$ 
Of course, in th 3 deterministi:: case we would prefer to use type 3 as the si?nplest of 
the three equivalent conditions. However, it behaves entirely different in the 
nondeterministic case. For instance, only total correctness of type 1 or 2 is equivalent 
1:s partial correctness and termination of the respective type. 
It is now easy to check Dijkstra’s postulates 
(i) wpW@, 4) = 4, 
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( 1 ii 
..* 
( 1 111 
( 1 iv 
0 V 
( 1 vi 
wp(abort, q) = 0, 
WPCR 0) = 0, 
WPW, 41) h y-a? q2) = wpw, qa A q2), 
wp(P, ql) v w&P, q2) C wp(gP, qt v q2) with equalit:y in the deterministic ease, 
q1= q2 =j WPP, Ql) = WPCR q2)* 
Defining wp&P, q) := 2Tq if the program is deterministic and accordingly inter- 
preting semantics of sk@ and abort to be 1’ land 0 respectively, we have the immediate 
meaning of the postulates in terms of :ielational algebra. It is as easy to verify that 
WlJr(P, q) := 2 0°-7T V B LA ,‘oz and wp&P, q) := a?(B) A &1%2 
h=O 
satisfzj the postulates even in the nondeterministic ase. This means that we have 
established two different notions of total correctness fulfilling Dijkstra’s postulates. 
We will show that both these notions of total correctness may coexist. To achieve 
this, we recall the intention of Section 5 of establishing partial correctness XTp c. q as 
a condition on p, q and the program B. Following these lines, we will now exhibit a 
requirement on p, q and B for either type of total correc&ess. 
Theorem 6.4 (Theorem of exhaustion). iY?ae progmm P = (G, F, 0, ar, w) is totally 
correct of type 1 with respect to the precondition p and the postcondition q, if and only if 
there is a sequence of predicates Qi such that p c CC Vz, Qi and that, beginning with 
Q-l=L,K:= B&oqvBLisvalidfo,*ia-1. 
Pmof. We will prove VT=, ?i h Cq = !/E, Qi. Using F := wq v BE as an abbre- 
viation, we have for arbitrary r 2 -1~ 
Cq-B*wqvBL=B”F 
= $ B”Fv B’+‘B*F= A B”FhB’“+‘&T, 
m=O m=O 
and we may therefore obtain 
3 E%cx= 3 (P%Zq) 
he0 S- -1 
Q) - 
= 
V( 
BS+‘L A r; B”‘F* i3”+‘coq 
S=-1 m=O ) 
* = 
V( 
BS+'L r;~ A B"F . 
,g”_ 1 mstl 1 
The sequence orl the right hand side is monotone. It coincides with Qi, since Q--I = 0 
and since by induction 
. . -. 
Qi+>=RQi F= -V i+lL V \i VF :T #+“L V ‘if 
m==O h=O 
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The name a,f this theorem expresses its interpretation. Total correctness of type i 
of a progra= $3’ with respect o a precondition p and a postcondition 4 is equivalent o 
the possibility of exhausting the states in the state graph-starting from output states 
which fulfil 4~. In every step of the exhaustion Qi+l := BQi. A (oq v BL.,I, each state is 
added from which a step of the program cannot lead to the complement of the set Qi 
already obtained, paying attention to the fact that terminal states are added only if 
they are output states with 4. 
Of course, one would like to work with the limit v:.lue Q := Vz, Q and obtain& 
formula Q = Bo v F. However, this is not correct since the functional rr(X) := BXA 
F is not continuous. Considering the fixed points of X = 71(X) necessarily requires 
talking about total correctness of tyrs 2. Consequently, we prove the following 
theorem with entirely different (second-order) methods. The clo:;e relationship 
with Theorem 5.1 should be noticed, which stems from the equivalerce of BTQ c Q 
and Ba c 0. 
Theorem 6.5 (Second-order theorem of total correctness). 7?e program 9 with 
associated relation B is totally correct of type 2 with respect to the precondition p and the 
postcondition q if and only if 
,p c aT min{QI d c BO v oq v BL}. 
Proof. Using the abbreviation F := oq v BL again, we show that 
For every X c BX, Q :=X A zq = X A B*F is contained in X and, furthermore, 
fulfils 
thus showing ‘ 1’. On the other hand, we find to every Q c So \T the 
X:= B*(o A B”F) for which 
= ((B(d A B*h;? v B(a A B*F)) n B*i+ Y Bz 
~(,PB*(~~B”F)~B*F)v(B+F~BU~V~~ 
is valid. Sho ti-ing that X = B*(d A B*F)c I@ A i?q = Q v B*F, we obtain X A 
C?=XAB”F~‘Q; hence ‘c’. 
Let us consider the simplest case, narx;lely one single program step D. Then 
B= 
0 D 
( ) 0 0 
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is the associated relation of the state graph. Assuming Q to be given as QT = (x, y) we 
obtain 
w~(o,q)=cYTrnin{Ql~=B~voqVBL) . 
= cro,min~(:)I(~~DL)C(:)I 
WO( 
Dq’ADL = 
4 1 
=EjllDL. 
As one would expect, the program step D is totally correct of typ’; 2 with respect o 
precondition p and postconc8,ition q, if it is defined for every state with p, i.e., 3 c DL, 
and if it is not the case that D leads to a state for which q is not valid, i.e., p c Fq. 
As another example, we investigate the nondeterministic-choice-construct. Fig. 9 
gives the corresponding flow diagram program, which is totally correct with respect 
to 
n-Al 
P 
I e 
I 
93 --. 
Cl 
0 
Fig. 9. Nondeterministic choice. 
p and q precisely when p c aTmin{QI 0 c I30 v wq v BL}. Asssuming Q to be given 
as QT:= (u, v, x, y ), the inclusion reads 
This leads to d c u’ v -13, 0’ c= Rji’ v z, Z C= Sp v SE, y’ c q. Minimization, therefore, 
produces y = q, x = wp(S, q), v = wp(R, q) and finally 
wp(nondeterminl’stic choice between R and S, q) = wp(R, q) A wp(S, q). 
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7. Conclusion 
An approach to the theory of semantics, correctness and termination of flow 
diagram programs has been made in terms of relational algebra. It W:-ZP first used to 
define partial graphs, i.e., graphs where source and target of one arc arc allowed to be 
partially defined. Ging this partial graph concept, programs wet:e introduced. 
Semantics, correctness, and termination are, therefore, manipulable by linear rela- 
tion algebra. To demonstrate the usefulness of this approach, coverings of programs 
have been invented as a notion of flow equivalence, and it has been shown how from 
our macroscopic point of view the microscopic correctness rules of, e.g, a while-loop 
and a nondeterministic hoice can be deduced. As a main feature, we would like to 
emphasize that this method extends to systems of recursive programs. 
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